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Abstract: A novel structure called the Shorted-Anode Super-Junction Trench Clustered IGBT (SA-SJ-TCIGBT) is proposed and 
demonstrated through numerical simulations in 1.2-kV, Field-Stop technology.  This device is based on the Super-Junction 
Trench Clustered IGBT (SJ-TCIGBT) concept. In the SA-SJ-TCIGBT structure, due to the introduction of a segmented n
+
-anode, 
the device can operate in both forward conducting mode and freewheeling diode mode without any snap-back in the 
current voltage characteristics. In comparison to the SJ-TCIGBT structure, the proposed device shows significant 
improvement in trade-off relationship between forward voltage drop and switch off energy losses.  Simulation results show 
that 25% decrease in switching energy losses can be achieved.  Moreover, the tail current is effectively reduced without any 
increase in the overshoot voltage. Detailed two dimensional modelling of the structure shows that significant amount of 
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  Simplified crosssection of the RCTCIGBT. 

  IV characteristics of the RCTCIGBT and the 
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conventional TCIGBT. τ=10µs. 
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  Simplified crosssection of the TIGBT and the 
TCIGBT. 

	  IV characteristics of the TCIGBT and benchmark 
TIGBT. Main parameters and threshold voltages are kept 
identical in two structures. 
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Simulated potential distributions within TCIGBT 
structure at various anode voltages. (Vg=15V).
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  Simplified crosssection of the proposed SASJ
TCIGBT. 

  Equivalent circuit of the SASJTCIGBT. 
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   Simulated depletion boundaries within SASJ
TCIGBT under forward blocking state. (Vanode=1200 V) 
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
  IV characteristics of the SASJTCIGBT. (n:p 
width ratio=20% : 80%,  τ=10µs,  Tj= 300 K) 

  The equivalent NPN transistor structure at the 
cathode side of the FWD. 

  Electric fields and potentials across the shorted 
anode structure. (Vg=15V, Tj=300K, τ=10µs, cathode is 
grounded) 
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  Inductive switching test circuit. (VDC=600V, 
Vg=±15V, Lstray=100nH, and Rg=5A) 

.  Turnoff waveforms of the SJTCIGBT and the 
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	Current flow lines during tail current phase with 
Vg=15V.  anode side. cathode side. 


.  The Vce(sat)Eoff tradeoffs of SASJTCIGBT and 
benchmark. (n:p width ratio=20% : 80%,  τ=10µs) 
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Influence of n: p width ratio on Vce(sat)Eoff trade
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
Influence of pillars depth on Vce(sat)Eoff tradeoffs. 
(τ =10µs) 

   Comparison between SuperJunction doping 
concentration and onstate carrier’s distribution at a 
current density of 100A/cm
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